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don. The habit of constantly citing caes to ilustrate every excep-
tional event, and perhaps also that of quoting authorties by name,
give a living interest, which chams the reader on from page to
page. It is a book which ought to be on the shelves of every practis.
ing physician, for in it modern pathology and traditional expenence
are combined. To it we may turn in many difficnlties. Is there a case
of some ordinary inalady with some perplexing complication I Dr.
Pagge has probably recorded a parallel or suggested an analogy. Is
there a case of rare occurrence? Dr. Fagge wili have noted the exist-
ence of the disease, discussed its nature and treatment, and given the
reference to original rapers. Is there a case difficult of diagnosis ? Dr.
Fagge will have noted the difficulty, and shortly described, perhaps
more than one case, where a mistake of one kind or another has been
made. The prominence given to mistakes in diagnosis is indeed
one of the distinctive features of the work; Dr. Fagge was able to
draw upon the large experience of Guy's Hospital, and without
wounding any susceptibilities, to point a moral. To take some ex-
amples: the student may think pysmia duo to caries of the temporal
bone not liable to be mistaken for typhoid fever, but his confidence will
perhaps be modified, when he finds Dr. Fagge stating that " at Guy's
I kniow of two instances in which such a nmistake was actually made."
Again, tho diagnosis of phthisis is thought to be easy enough, and it is
well to be reminded that the mistake recorded by Graves, of attribut-
ing the intermittent hectic of phthisis to ague has been repeated " some
years ago " im the wards of Guy's Hospital ; so, too, it is not unin-
structive to be told of a case of herpes zoster mistaken for orysipolas of
the face, or a case of internal strangulation of the bowel mistaken for
Asiatic cholera (during an epidemic). It would be easy to multiply
instances of this kind, and easy to occupy whole pages of this JOURNAL
in quotations of cases or discussions of the first importance ; enough,
however, has, it may be hoped, been said to induce every reader of
this notice to give this ronLarkable book anl honoured place in his
library.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
ilfcdiko.Pcdrtqogite1.y Vesinik (The JfMdico-Pedagogic ferald).

Edited by )r. IVAN V. MALARIEVSKY'. 1886. No. 1, pp. 97. St.
Petersburg.--This monthly is published by the IMedico-kducational
fnstitution, which has been established by Dr. Malarevsky, a
specialist alienist, for education of children showing mental anomalies,
and remaining behiind in their mental development. The current
number contains three articles : 1. The editor, on Hand-skill as an
Object of Education; the author warmly advocates a systematic
training of the child's hands and brain, by means of introducing
obligatory manual work into the schools; 2. Professor Petr F.
Lesshaft: A Lecture on P'hysical Eduication in School; 3. A. S.
Virenius: Anatomico-Physiological Bases of Sexual Life in Mlan,
and its Anomalies occurring during School-age. The main practical
object of tlic authoris to lay down measures for preventing prema-
turo and anomalouis sexual development in children.

Select Methods in. Chemical Analysis (chiefly iaorgyasic). By Wir.-
MIAN CaOOS.s, F.lR.S., V.P.C.S. Secornd edition. (London: Long-
mans, Green, and Co. 1886. )-Thiswork docs niot pretend to embrace
the whole subject of analytical chemistry, but the selections have
been made by one who is not only eminently quialified to judge their
value, but has also verified their accuracy, by personal observations
conducted irn his own laboratory. All the most recent and least
familiar improvements in analytical methods are here described ; and,
in the case of important additions to our knowledee, the names of
discoverers are inserted. The metals are first dealt with, then the
non-metallic elements; whilst the concluding chapters are devoted to
gas-analysis, miscellaneous processes, new methods of manipulation,
and useful tables. The book will be much appreciated by chemists,
and especially will it be welcome to those who are interested in spec.
troscopy. There is, in Chapter I, a full aecount of the author-s in-
teresting and laboriouis research into the spectra of the rare alkaline
earths; and one of the general features of the whole work is that the
rare elements are treated at great length, thus supplying a deficiency
which' was becoming painfully perceptible in modern analytical
treatises.

Meditzinskoi,6 Obo-retid [The Medical Rcview]. Edited and pub.
lished by Dr. V. F. SPRIMOx. Vol. xxv, faSC. i, pp. 102. (Moscow:
1886.)-The current number of this important periodical, which has
entered its thirteenth year, and is edited with unabated admirable
care-and skill, contains the following original contributions. 1. N. T.
Grigorieff : Aneurysm of the Pulmonary Artery, with Thrombosis of the
Pbpliteal, in a Syphilitic Woman. 2. A. T. Pospeloff: On Cases of Lichen

Ruber Planus of the Skin and Mucous Membranes. The author met
with twenty cases of tho disease, in five of which the rash attacked
both the skin and oral mucous membrane. 3. Z. N. A. Esipoff: A
Cas of Rupture of the Female Urethra during the First Coitus, the
patient having congenital atresia of the vaginal orifice (atresia bymen-
alis). 4. J. J. Jakub: Two Cases of the Use of Cucaine in Operations
on the Yagina and Perinasum. The author describes entirely pain.
less colpoperineorraphy (after Hegar's method), and excision of papil.
loma of the vagina. A 20 per cent. solution of cucaine was repeatedly
painted over the field of operation. 5. S. 8. Kholmogoroff: On the
TreatmentofPuerperal Endometritis by8craping-outwithaShasrpSpoon.
6. E. Belaieif: A Case of Addison's Disease in a new born, the dia-
gnosis being verified by a post mwrtem examination. 7. T. K. J. Shid-
lolvsky: On a Case of Werlhof's Disease in a Girl aged 3A. 8. A. A.
Anseroff: On the Physiological Action Ox Thallin and Alntipyrin.
The outcome of the author's observations, carried out in rro essor
Ostrojimoff's clinic in Moscow, is, that antipyrin should be preferred
to thallin, since the antipyretic action of the latter is of a shorter
duration than that of the former, and is accompanied by rigors.
In the editorial part of the number, Dr. Bradley's case is dwelt upon ;
a warm sympathy with him is expressed, and the brotherly belhaviour
of his colleagues is emphatically held up as a model for Russian
professional brethren.

Lightning-Cotductors, their History, Nature, and MAode of Apllica-
tion. By RICHARD ANMDERSON, F.C.S., F.G.S., MIember of the So-
cicty of Telegraph Engineers, ctc. Third Edition. (Lon1donl: E. an.1
F. N. Spon. 1885.)-For the ordinary reader, who rejoices in n.o
special or technical knowledge of electr'city, the chapters devoted to
the history of the invention of the lightning-conductor will possess
the most, if not the only, interest. The author tells this by no means
prosaic tale with much animation andhumour. The subject can scarcely
be classed as medical, for the only instances on record of the applica-
tion of electricity to human beings by means of lightning-coiiductors
were immediately fatal in their result. As prophylactic treatnment,
however, the invention has been of incontestable utility. The
rationale of these conductors, the special points which require atten-
tion, and the ills that arc apt to follow negligence or ignoranec, are
told in a style free from unnecessary technicalities. The iniformationi
is, therefore, accesible to everyonie who may wislh thereby to enisure
his life or the integrity of his buildings.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS
IN MEDICINE, SURGERY, DIETICS, AND TnfR

ALLIED SCIENCES.

NON.POISONOUS WllI[TE LEAD.
Wz liave receivetl fronu tl essrs. .1. B. Frceniaii andl Ct., (; r,ve Works,
Battersea, samples of their non-poisonouis white lead, Which h8as the
great mierit of beiijg perfectly ininoxious. rhis painit, there is good
evidence to show, will retain its colour, and is superior in b)ody,
colour, denbity, and durability, to white lead nmanii actured1ytyhe
ordinary methods. It is certified to mix more rea3lily withi oil, and to
be entirely free from the injurious smell of poisoIous wlhite leadl. N-ot
the least important of its advantages is that of its resistance to the
action of the sulphur compounds, whiclh discolour ordinary white
lead; nor does it turn yellow or bluff when a surfaeo painted with it is
excluded from light for some tinme, as is so often the ease. Its great
hygienic feature, however, is that, being insoluble in water or acids,
it is really non-poisonous, and this quality eannot be other than a
great boon to the worknmen employedI in its manufacture and its use.
Professor Church, and other emninent authorities on this subject, cii.
dorse the opinions above expressedl, and there is, without d*oubt, much
to recommend it on hygienic and economic grnunds.

A SAFE BENZOLINE LAIP.
MIR. WILLIAM1 HARDY, jUD., Thistleton, of Oakham, has introducoed a
cheap and simple benzoline lamp, which he alleges to be " unspillable,
self-righting, and self.extingnishing." It sseems to be a simtple and
useful contrivance, and is manufactured by Messrs. Snell and Brown,
Birmingham.

M. VULPIIAN has been elected, by a majority of one over II.
Alphonse Milne.Edwards, permanent secretary of the Academy of
Sciences of Paris, in the place of the late M. Janin.
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